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Virginia mornings at #ACPARci instagram.com/p/uakEPvu3IX/

NICOLAS BABARSKIS  @THEBIGBABOOSKI  3 YEARS AGO
Caffeinated and ready to work on some advanced learning outcomes today at #ACPARCI

6:35 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Ryan Lloyd @Ryanelloyd

Session 2 and 3

@VTrunnerDude teaching about goals and outcomes, speaking my language #ACPARCI @vtdsa @VTHRL

7:11 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Martha Glass @marthaglassVT

Great resource from @VTrunnerDude and @TroySeppelt for thinking about Blooms Taxonomy and Learning Outcomes thelearnwellprojects.com/resources-2/# #ACPARCI

6:46 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Ryan Lloyd @Ryanelloyd
assessment doesn't have to prove that we are the only ones who got a student to reach an outcome... it's ok to be a contributor #ACPARCI

Champions are not super human. Be a champion. Get help with the process. #ACPARCI

What is one word that describes your #ACPARCI experience so far?

@upnorthkathleen for me, I would say- Validating! #ACPARCI #redhawks
"@upnorthkathleen: What is one word that describes your #ACPARCI experience so far?" Growth
7:12 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Megan Denny
@Megan_Denny

@upnorthkathleen Teamwork #ACPARCI
3 YEARS AGO

Replying to @upnorthkathleen

"@upnorthkathleen: What is one word that describes your #ACPARCI experience so far?" Thought-provoking
7:07 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Leasa K Evinger
@LeasaK_Evinger

"We always have work to do. The process is always evolving. It's about the journey, not arriving." -- Jasmyne Rogers (ODU RHD) #ACPARCI
8:00 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Leon McClinton, PhD
@LeonMcClinton
Cathy Roberts-Cooper
@RobertsCooper

Takeaways: break pre RA class into 1 1/2 day for SJ focus, meet fewer wks during semester for other topics #ACPARCI
8:20 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Michael Yates
@mnyates

Where Good Ideas to Come From: Leaders foster innovation in entry lvl staff without saying no to creativity #ACPARci
youtube.com/watch?v=NugRZG...
8:30 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Michael Yates
@mnyates

How often do you sit down and just geek out about our field with a colleague to spitball ideas & think big @frankwtierney @MCox375 #ACPARci
8:37 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Frank W.Tierney
@frankwtierney

Replying to @mnyates @mnyates @MCox375 still not often enough. Should be bi-weekly. I enjoy me a good educational debate & brainstorm #ACPARci #eduGeek
8:42 AM - Oct 21, 2014
Dr. Kyle R. Williams
@DaBossman1914

Our customer is not the 18 year old who arrives on our campus, but the 22 year old walking across the stage! - Salem State
#ACPARCI
8:52 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Ryan Lloyd
@Ryanellloyd

Creating an assessment plan & feedback loop is critical to articulating what data is collected, why, and how it is shared/utilized #ACPARCI
9:03 AM - Oct 21, 2014

niColey LeBlanc
@nleblanc1223
@
edwardsk14

"How many of you have staff meeting?" Hands raise. "Done. There's your focus group and buy in from being heard."
#ACPARCI
9:06 AM - Oct 21, 2014

Ryan Lloyd
@Ryanellloyd

@edwardsk14 "Professional Will and Personal Humility" when talking with staff about living out and supporting the curriculum #ACPARCI
9:08 AM - Oct 21, 2014
Resistance is a sign of progress. If you're not experiencing resistance, you're not doing anything new. A quote reference by @edwardsk14 #ACPARci

"If you ask questions on the fly, they won't be for deeper level thinking. Lesson plans make educators reflect and plan better" #ACPARCI

Replying to @meghanluzader
@meghanluzader our goals that are underlying our outcomes are broken down by begin/intermed/adv w/ Bloom's taxonomy #ACPARCI

Keynote: The Opportunities and Challenges of a Social Residiential Curriculum